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Abstract. Provided investigations have shown that for optimization of the impedance
measurement metrological support it is necessary to develop the universal precise
comparator. The requirements for a universal comparators are defined. The variational
method for automation the bridge balancing proposed. The analysis was provided and
determined the optimal phase shift variation to calibrate a two-channel vector voltmeter.
Metrological characteristics of the created equipment are presented.
Introduction. Set of measured immitance parameters has meant that the system of
reproduction and transferring of the units is a complex primary standards and precision
comparators, lower standards and working measuring devices [1]. The highest accuracy has
primary standards of capacitance and resistance which are based on fundamental constants.
However, for the transferring the unit’s size from quantum standards to working standards
are used unique precision comparators. These comparators operate in narrow ranges in the
manual mode [2]. Creation and operation of such equipment requires highly skilled personnel
and considerable financial costs. Thus, for the transfer of the unit capacitance and resistance
at NIST 8 different comparators uses [3].
Due to the fact that the accuracy and time of measurement for customer in individual
cases is essential, the choice of a calibration laboratory creates a competitive edge of
metrological centers. This requires the creation of automated equipment and optimization of
the reproduction and transferring system of measurement of immitance parameters. The
resolving the optimization question - is creating an universal precision immitance comparator
and use only one standard of the parameters and frequency standard, as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Optimization of the system of transmission parameters immitance size
The main content of research
The universal comparator must perform the following functions:
- Quadrature comparison (transfer size of unit from the standard of capacitance to the
reference standard of resistance and vice versa);
- Antiphase comparison (transfer size of unit from the standard of capacitance to the
reference standard of inductance and vice versa);
- Well-nominal comparison of the parameters of standard measures of any kind;
- Decimal comparison of the parameters of standard measures of any kind;
- Comparison parameters of standard measures at an arbitrary value of the auxiliary
parameter (tg).

Developed a set of universal precision comparators that fully meets these
requirements, consisting of:
- Autotransformer bridge-comparator which transmits sized units of all parameters in
the whole range of impedance values of standard measures;
- Quadrature bridge-comparator which transmits C ↔ R at low loss tangent and phase
angle.
To solve the problem of automatical balancing variational method is using [1]. The
method is conducted (in general) by measuring the unbalance signal, make a variation turns
one winding, and make a second measuring unbalance signal. Make and solve a system of
equations. The result is using to balance the bridge or to find the distance between the
current state of the bridge and the state of the ideal balance. It is proposed to use a
computer to control the comparators, mathematics calculation, presentation and storage of
results.
We use the same vector voltmeter to measuring unbalance signal from both bridges.
This decision allows combining two comparators in a common housing.
To improve the performance of equipment in vector voltmeter should be used twochannel structure. Generalized block diagram of the two-channel vector voltmeter shown in
Figure 2.

Figure 2. Generalized block diagram of the two-channel vector voltmeter
In measuring inputs of the synchronous detector (in-phase) SDs and (quadrature) SDq
served measured signal Ux = Umhsin (ωt + φx) from the bridge measuring circuit (BMC). In
supporting synchronous detector inputs submitted two shifted in phase 90 ° reference
signal(0/90). The rectified signals from synchronous detector outputs are fed to the analogto-digital converters ADCs and ADCq.
The fact that its channels are nonidentical is taken into account when it is periodically
calibrated. [4]. For calibration of the voltmeter to measuring inputs serves the voltage Um
from oscillator with frequency ω and initial phase φo, and the supporting synchronous
detector inputs served alternately sinusoidal voltage with variation of phase shift γ. Measure
orthogonal components U1, U2, U3, U4 of input voltage Um, calculate the ratio of module
transmission coefficient of channels K and the phase delay ∆φ between in-phase and
quadrature channels. The actual task is to determine the optimal variation of phase shift γ,
where the error of K is the lowest.
The ratio of the modules transmission coefficient K of the detectors channels are
finding from the system of equations:

U 1  0.5  U m  K  sin(t   0 )  U 0  sin(t )
U 2  0.5  U m  sin(t   0 )  U 0  sin(t   )
U 3  0.5  U m  K  sin(t   0 )  U 0  sin(t   )

.

(1)

U 4  0.5  U m  sin(t   0 )  U 0  sin(t     )
Solution of the system of equations (1) provides find transmission coefficient detectors
channels at random variation of phase shift:
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To determine the optimal phase shift variation we find in which variation the accuracy
of the calibration of the detector will be maximum. Evaluate error ratio determination module
of transmission coefficient channels K depending on the variation of the phase shift. Make
replacement:
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1. Error of measuring voltages U1, U2, U3, U4 caused

by noises one voltmeter, so we can make the assumption that they are equal. Present them
as relative δU. Accordingly, we write the expression for K considering errors:
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We write the expression that characterizes the error ratio determination module of
transmission coefficient channels K:
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From equation (4) it follows that the error of K will be minimal at sinγ = 1, or at γ = π / 2.
In general, the error of determination K by variations of angle phase shift is proportional to
1 / sinγ. So to make variations on the basic inputs of synchronous detector should apply
alternately sinusoidal and cosinusoidal voltage Uo.
The component of the vector voltmeters error, defined by equations (2) subsequently
used to correct measurement results of the bridge-comparator.
Brief Characteristics of the Comparator:
- Zero shift at the main limits, not greater than 0.5·10–6
- Error of decimal transfer at the main limits, not greater than 0.5·10–6
- Sensitivity threshold of the comparator (without averaging), less than 0.01·10–6
- C → L transfer error, not greater than 10·10–6
- Sensitivity threshold of C → L transfer (without averaging), less than 0.1·10–6
- Zero shift of the R ↔ C comparator, not greater than 1·10–6
- Sensitivity threshold of the R ↔ C comparator, less than 0.05·10–6
- Error of direct transmission of the signal of the quantized Hall standard to the 10 kΩ
measure-carrier (during the experimental investigations) 0.2·10–6
- Operating frequencies 1.0 and 1.59 kHz
The apparatus described above is functionally capable of reproducing the units of the
parameters of impedance and transferring their dimensions, and can also provide a
metrological backup for all the parameters of impedance with support, in principle, of only
one of the standards of impedance parameters. It has been delivered to GUM, NIST, and
BelGIM, and has been used to construct the State Standard of inductance of the Ukraine.
According to the results of comparisons of the program EUROMET.EM-S20 and
EUROMET.EM-S26 use developed complex universal comparators shown in Figure 3a,
unlike the combined transformer bridge has enabled the National Meteorological Center of
Poland GUM order to reduce the measurement error of inductance and twice reduce
uncertainty. According to the results of comparisons of the program COOMET.EM-S14
measurement uncertainty of State Primary Standard unit of inductance and loss tangent
(DETU 08/09/09) stored in SE "Ukrmetrteststandart" which is represented in Figure 3b , is
0.02 mH / H [5 - 6].

а)
b)
Figure 3 Complex equipment: а) GUM (Poland), b) DETU 08-09-09 (Ukraine)
Conclusions
It is shown that in general, the error of K caused by variations of angle phase shift is
proportional to 1 / sinγ. To reduce the error proposed supporting inputs of synchronous
detector alternately sinusoidal and cosine voltage. The methodology for implementation of
precision measurement and automation of electrical measurements proposed.
The optimizing system of reproduction and transferring of the immitance units enable
the metrological laboratory to significantly reduce the costs of creating and storing standards,
reduce the range of standards and equipment. So, therefore, increase in competitiveness
through lower cost of operations of calibration and verification provide.
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